CONTINGENCY PRICING PLAN

“Lexbe has found a niche in providing SaaS
ediscovery to plaintiff lawyers. Cost advantages,
SaaS convenience & search capabilities appeal to many.”
David Horrigan, Analyst with 451 Research

The Challenge of Rising eDiscovery Costs for Plaintiffs
eDiscovery document hosting costs for plaintiffs have soared as the size of ESI (electronically stored
information) collections have grown exponentially. As productions delivered by opposing counsel become
larger and more burdensome, the challenge of quickly making case documents accessible to review teams
becomes more acute. Not only do larger collections demand scalable systems and processes to quickly
prepare for review, but they also require significant upfront expenditure. eDiscovery costs are one of the
top fixed expenses in document intensive matters, and can sometimes be a barrier preventing valid cases
and claims from being advanced and litigated.

The Answer - Contingency Pricing
To help plaintiffs avoid being overwhelmed by frontend eDiscovery costs, we offer contingency pricing
plans for large cases. For qualifying cases, we align our goals and rewards with your own by making 2/3rds
of our hosting fees contingent on a successful case outcome. Payment of the deferred amount is fully
contingent, and does not need to be paid until and unless your case ends successfully. And, independent of
any pricing structure, there are never any setup charges, user fees, required hourly billing or hidden fees
or charges with Lexbe.

Lexbe eDiscovery Platform - Key Features & Benefits
The Lexbe eDiscovery Platform is a fullfeatured eDiscovery solution designed for the needs of plaintiff
firms:
Early Case Analysis
– Analyze incoming productions and custodians  Find missing document ranges.
Load Any Data 
 
Load native files (Outlook, Word, etc.), PDFs or TIFF/load files. We support it all. All
files are converted to PDF and OCRed for integrated viewing, search, download and easy printing.
Find Key Evidence 
– Our industryleading search returns hits in seconds, even with cases with millions of
documents. Our exclusive DualIndex+ search finds documents the opposition will miss. Search with
simple, boolean, concept or fuzzy for flexibility and best results. Save searches for easy retrieval and
sharing among your team. You’ll never be overwhelmed with a document dump again.
Marshall the Facts 
– Our integrated fact, issue and dynamic timelines means you’ll know your case cold
for maximum effectiveness in depositions, dispositive motions, and at trial.
Full Control – You have complete flexibility to manage and setup cases, load documents, productions,
etc. Crossplatform support for MAC users.
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“Lexbe's simple interface means most customers take the reins themselves.”
Brett Burney, Review for TechnoLawyer

Proven Security – Maintain Confidentiality With Confidence
We use only leading security protocols when managing your case data. We transmit and store your ESI
using strong 256bit (AES256) encryption, the same technology used by leading financial institutions. Our
U.S. based data centers provide Service Organization Controls 1 & 2 reports published under SSAE 16 and
ISAE 3402 professional standards (formerly SAS70 Type II audits). Our uptime over the last 5 years has
exceeded 99.999% and we provide a 99.99% uptime guarantee. You can count on 24x7 case access!

Professional Services Available, But Never Required
The Lexbe eDiscovery Platform is easy to use and was designed for attorney/paralegal/expert direct use
without requiring expert IT/Lit Support handholding. But if you’d like Custom Training, Technical Services
or eDiscovery Expert Consulting Services, we have some of the best in the industry available at your
disposal to match the resources of even the largest defense firms.

Level the Playing Field
The days of technology favoring defendants are over. An eDiscovery Platform designed for plaintiff firms,
not defendants, combined with contingency financing of your hosted review costs, is the winning solution.

Contact us for a demo, free trial, or more information
Host your next case using the Lexbe eDiscovery Platform
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